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----------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT------------------------------------------------------ 
: Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networking (VDTN) is projected as a new alternative of a delay tolerant network 

(DTN), designed for vehicular networks. The characteristic of VDTN are intermittent connectivity, high node 

mobility and shorted contact duration. Due to this messages are sent with more amount of delay and still so 

many of the messages are dropped. As VDTN networks are resource controlled, i.e. in terms of communication 

bandwidth and storage space, main challenge is to have scheduling and dropping policies that can get better 

overall performance of the network. This article investigates various scheduling and dropping policies in 

different routing scheme. We also have developed some new policy and compared its performance with other 

existing policies. It has been seen that our developed policies ought to give better results for an improved 

network performance in terms of delivery ratio and average delivery delay. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The delay-tolerant network (DTN)[1] comes under the category of challenged network. These networks 

are presumed to experience sparse connectivity, no knowledge of end-to-end path, high latency, long transmission 

delay, and asymmetric data rates. Basically DTN was conceptualizing for the handling of interplanetary 

connectivity [3]. Now a day‟s DTN concepts are used at various scenarios like underwater networks [4], wildlife 

tracking networks [5], people network [6] and military tactical networks [7].Delay Tolerant Networking is based 

on Store-carry-and-forward routing principle. Figure 1 shows the comparison of TCP/IP model and DTN layered 

architecture. For this there is a new concept introduce that is of bundle layer. Over here data units distributed in 

this context, called bundles, are self-contained and application-level data units, which can often be large. The 

bundle layer binds the region specific lower layer so that application programs can communicate across multiple 

regions. The bundle layer stores and forwards entire bundle or bundle fragments among nodes.  

 

 

Fig.1 Generic network architecture layers: TCP/IP and DTN 

 

 In VDTN movement of vehicle & their message relaying service is used to enable network connectivity 

under unreliable condition. There are so many various routing algorithms have been developed for DTN‟s 
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improved performance. Still there is not much focus on the scheduling of bundle and discarding policies. In 

VDTN there is constraint on buffer size means there is limited buffer and there is very short contact duration. So 

in available bandwidth it could be insufficient. Due to this we need efficient schedule policy to make a decision 

about which message should be selected when limited bandwidth is there and which message should be dropped 

when buffer is full, despite of any specific routing algorithm used. In this paper, we have studied the effect of 

scheduling and dropping policies on the performance of VDTN networks.  This paper widens groundwork about 

the impact of scheduling and dropping policies with different routing algorithms for improving the bundles 

delivery time on VDTNs [8]. The paper has been extended with the introduction of some new scheduling and 

dropping policies, based on discrete criteria, and the performance assessment of the scheme through extensive 

simulation in various scenarios. 

II. VEHICULAR DELAY-TOLERANT NETWORKS 

 The DTN architecture perception has also been extended to transit networks, called Vehicular Delay 

Tolerant Network (VDTN). In VDTN vehicles (e.g., cars, buses, and boats) are oppressed to offer a message 

relaying service by moving around the network and collecting messages from source nodes. 

 
 

Fig.2  Example of a Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Network providing connection on rural and remote regions 

 

 The VDTN architecture is based on three different types of nodes as shown in Figure 2: Terminal 

Nodes, Data Mules and Relay Nodes. Terminal nodes are access points to VDTN. They provide the connection 

to end-users, and let them use non-real time applications. Among all the terminal nodes there is at least one node 

may have direct access to the Internet. Data Mules (Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extension) are liable for physically 

carrying data between terminal nodes and they can exchange data with one another also. They extend the 

network coverage and increase communication opportunities. Relay Nodes are the fixed devices with low power 

needs and story-and-forward capabilities. Generally they are located at road intersections and allow the passing 

Data Mules to collect and leave data on them.Most of the problems in vehicular networks arise from the 

mobility and speed of vehicles that are responsible for a highly dynamic network topology and short contact 

durations. Limited transmission ranges, radio obstacles due to physical factors (e.g., buildings, tunnels, terrain 

and vegetation), and interferences (i.e., high congestion channels caused by high density of nodes), lead to 

disruption, intermittent connectivity, and significant loss rates. All these conditions make vehicular networks 

subject to frequent fragmentation/partition (i.e., end-to-end connectivity may not exist), resulting in small 

effective network diameter.As DTN, VDTN also uses the store-carry-and-forward paradigm to cop up with the 

problem of sparse connectivity. VDTN nodes store the message in their buffer while they are waiting for contact 

opportunities to forward message to other node or to the terminal node (destination).  
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Fig.3 DTN and VDTN network layer architecture 

 

VDTN also defines bundle as its protocol data unit. VDTN architecture is different from DTN architecture as 

shown in Figure 3. In VDTN architecture there is a clear separation between control plane and data plane. The 

bundle layer is further divided into Bundle Aggregation and De-aggregation (BAD) Layer and Bundle Signaling 

Control (BSC). BAD is located below the network layer in order to aggregate incoming IP data packets into 

bundle messages. BSC is responsible for executing the control plane functions, such as signaling messages 

exchange, node localization, resources reservation (at the data plane) and routing, among others. The signaling 

messages include information such as, but not limited to, node type, geographical location, route, velocity, data 

plane link range, power status, storage status, bundle format and size, delivery options, and security 

requirements, among others. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 VDTNs are exemplifying by very high node mobility, which results in frequent topological changes 

and network partition. Due to that, the node density and the mobile nodes mobility pattern have a direct effect 

over the transmission opportunities, contact durations, and inter contact times.Moreover, in such challenged 

scenarios, long-term storage is frequently combined with replication based routing schemes [10]. By creating 

several replicas of bundles and spread them across network improves delivery rate and decreases delivery 

latency. But, in a resource constrained network, these techniques can cause contention for network resources 

(e.g., bandwidth and storage), and can greatly influence the performance of routing protocols [11-13]. 

So we need more proficient scheduling policies to decide the order by which bundles can be transmitted at the 

immediate contact opportunities, and efficient drop policies to decide which bundles are dropped when a node‟s 

buffer is completely occupied. Though, scheduling policies and dropping policies play significant role in 

improving the overall performance of any DTN-based network.Lindgren and Phanse [14] have compared the 

performance of Epidemic [15] and PRoPHET [16] routing protocols by different combinations of queuing and 

forwarding policies. They show that different schedule and drop policies leads to performance improvement of 

routing algorithm.Krifa et al. [17] studied Epidemic routing. They propose an optimal buffer management 

policy. This policy can either maximize the average delivery probability or minimize the average delivery delay. 

 

IV. SCHEDULING AND DROPPING POLICIES 
 Each VDTN node must apply various queuing mechanism which is a part of the resource allocation 

mechanism to manage in which way data bundle should be buffered, how they could accepted and how they 

could –assed on. 

.  
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Fig.4 Illustration of a queuing discipline composed by a scheduling and a dropping policy. 

 

As shown in Figure 4, the queuing discipline has both scheduled and drop policy. The scheduling policy decides 

the order by which bundles are passing on at a contact opportunity. The dropping policy chooses bundles to be 

discarded when buffer overflow occurs. This section describes various scheduling and dropping policies, and 

make out some variation which can be applied to them. Their performance is evaluated and compared by the 

simulation study in Section V. 

 

A. Scheduling Policies 

 The following scheduling policies are considered and studied in this work. 

 

FIFO: In this policy bundles are ordered to be transmitted at a contact opportunity, based on their arrival time at 

the node‟s buffer (based on a FCFS (first-come, first-served) approach). 

 

Random: The limitation of Vehicular Delay Tolerant Network is finite bandwidth and nodes are having limited 

contact duration. Due to this issues FIFO approach may only serve bundles that arrived first to the node‟s buffer. 

To avoid this situation, random scheduling policy is used. This selects bundles randomly within a queue. 

 

B. Dropping Policies 

 The following dropping policies are considered in this work. 

 

Drop Head: In Drop Head policy whatever bundle has been stored for the longest period of time in the node‟s 

buffer has been discarded in this policy. Bundle/s have been dropped to create available apace for the next 

incoming bundle. 

 

Random: When a receiving buffer is congested, this dropping policy randomly selects one of the bundles within 

a queue to be dropped. 
 

We have introduced two new schedule and drop policy. This has been as follow. 

 

     
 

Algorithm 1. NODE_ENERGY Algorithm 
 

Here, in Algorithm.1 we are giving DTNHost as an input parameter. Every time message exchange 

occurs at that time we are checking the energy of the node. If the energy of node is higher threshold energy than 

only node accepts the message and schedule it for forwarding else we go for drop policy. In drop policy we are 

checking two parameters. First of all we are setting a value of minimum TTL.  

Input: DTNHost 

Output: Refreshed message list after drop 
 

1: NODE_ENERGY(DTNHost H) 

2: Define Threshold Energy TE 

3: IF H‟s Current Energy is less than TE Call DROP() 

4: ELSE Accept Message 

5: DROP() 

6: Define minttl // Threshold TTL 

7: SCAN all the message in the list 

8: CHECK If M starts with „G‟  then For All M starts with „G‟ find M which is having lowest TTL & 

REMOVE it. 

9: UPDATE Buffer Content 
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Then we check that from the list if incoming message is starting from G (General message) then from 

all these messages whichever is having lowest TTL we will discard that message and at last we are updating the 

buffer content.  In Algorithm 2, we are scheduling the incoming messages on the basis of two parameters that 

is buffer occupancy and priority. First we are checking the priority of the incoming message. Here, Accidental 

message are having highest priority then Traffic messages are there and at last General messages are there which 

are having the lowest priority. Then we check buffer occupancy. If there is free space then we accept the 

message and schedule it for forwarding but, if not then we are using dropping policy. We call drop policy to 

occupy the message with highest priority.In drop policy we are checking two parameters. First of all we are 

setting a value of minimum TTL. Then we check that from the list if incoming message is starting from A 

(Accidental message) then from all the messages which are general or traffic message we find whichever is 

having lowest TTL. Then we will discard those messages until we can occupy higher prioritized message. At 

last we are updating the buffer content.   

 

 
 

 

Algorithm 2: SEND_QUEUE_BUFFER Algorithm  

 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 This section studies the effect of the above described scheduling and dropping policies on the 

performance of a vehicular delay-tolerant network. The study was carrying out by simulation using a modified 

version of the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [18]. ONE was modified to support the 

VDTN layered architecture model proposed in [15]. Additional modules were developed to implement the 

scheduling and dropping policies. Next subsections describe the simulation scenario and the corresponding 

performance analysis. 

 

A. Simulation Scenario Parameters 

 The simulation scenario is based on a map-based model of a part of the city of Helsinki presented in 

Figure 4.). Mobile nodes (e.g. vehicles) move on the map roads between random locations, with random pause 

times between 5 and 15 minutes. The mobile nodes average velocity is between 30 Km/h and 50 Km/h. Each of 

the mobile nodes has buffer size of 25 Megabytes to 50 Megabytes. To increase the number of contact 

opportunities, five stationary relay nodes were placed at the road as may be seen in Figure 6. Each stationary 

relay node has a 500 Megabytes buffer.Data bundles are generated using an inter-bundle creation interval that is 

uniformly distributed in the range of [10,30] (seconds), and have random source and destination vehicles.  

Data bundles size is uniformly distributed in the range of [250 KB, 2 MB] (bytes). Bundles have a time-to-live 

(TTL) 300 minutes, across the simulations, and are discarded when the TTL expires. 
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Fig.5 Helsinki simulation scenario (area of 4500×3400 meters) with the locations of the stationary relay nodes. 

 

 Increasing TTL leads to having more bundles stored at the network nodes‟ buffers, and during larger 

periods of time. Therefore, more bundles will be exchanged between network nodes, and this will also 

potentially increase buffer overflows. All network nodes use a data plane link connection with a transmission 

data rate of 4.5 Mbps and an omni-directional transmission range of 30 meters, as proposed in [19].Performance 

metrics considered in this study are the bundle delivery probability (measured as the relation of the number of 

unique delivered bundles to the number of bundles sent), as well as the bundle delivery delay (measured as the 

time between bundles creation and delivery). We measure the different performance results for the combination 

of the above-described scheduling and dropping policies. 

 

B. Performance Analysis for various Scenario 

 Results are based on following Important Metrics- (i) Contact opportunities, (ii) Delivery probability, 

(iii) Delivery latency and (iv) Message TTL. Here in this graph, few transmission opportunities are registered 

when two relay nodes are deployed in the network (Figure 6) 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Number of contacts per hour between all network nodes. 

Deploying more relay nodes augments the number of contact opportunities per hour among all network 

nodes. Introducing ten relay nodes increases the number of contacts. This effect suggests that relay nodes will 

contribute to increase in the number of messages exchanged between vehicles. 
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Fig.7 Number of messages delivered in Epidemic Routing 

 

Figure 7 shows that as we increases the TTL number of delivered messages increases. In Epidemic 

routing we are using flooding mechanism. Over here random policy outperforms all other policy. After that 

SEND_QUEUE_BUFFER and then NODE_ENERGY policy is there. 

 

 
Fig.8 Number of messages delivered in FirstContact Routing 

 

Figure 8 shows that in FirstContact routing NODE_ENERGY policy outstand all other policies. After 

that SEND_OUEUE_BUFFER then FIFO and then Random schedule policy is there. Here we are getting 20% 

better result compare to FIFO and Random scheduling policies. 
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Fig.9 Number of messages delivered in Spray and Wait  Routing 

 

In Spray and Wait, as shown in Figure 9 the best results are of SEND_QUEUE_BUFFER. After that 

NODE_ENERGY policy is there. Here these two policies‟ results are almost equivalent. After that random 

policy is there and then FIFO is there. 

 

 
 

Fig.10 Overhead for various scheduling policy in different routing algorithm 

 

Figure 10 shows Overhead for all the Scheduling policies with different routing algorithm. As we can 

see over here that there is highest amount of overhead in Epidemic routing as in Epidemic routing we are using 

flooding strategy. Due to that there are number of replicas are there in the network even for a single message. 

Random and FIFO are the in-build policies. Compare to that my implemented polices are showing less 

overhead. Overall SEND_QUEUE_BUFFER policy is having 10% less overhead compare to random and FIFO. 

While NODE_ENERGY is having overall 15% less overhead compare to all the policies. 
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Fig.11 Average Latency for all scheduling policy with different routing algorithm. 

 

The message average delay (Figure 11) is an interesting metric, since minimizing it reduces the time 

that messages spend in the network and reduces the contention for resources in the network (e.g. buffer). All 

routing protocols register similar values for the message average delay, and that relay nodes do not significantly 

affect this metric. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper focused on the impact of scheduling and dropping policies on the performance of vehicular 

delay tolerant networks. This work tried to find a good alternative to the traditional FIFO scheduling with “drop 

head” dropping policy, which would improve the VDTN network performance. In this context, several 

combinations of scheduling and dropping policies were proposed, and their relative performance was analyzed 

in terms of bundle delivery probability and average delivery delay. These policies were enforced on various 

routing scheme. The simulation results reveal a good performance obtained by a combination of a scheduling 

policy and a dropping policy that gives preferential treatment to bundles with less TTL and energy. It has been 

shown that such an approach outperforms the commonly used FIFO scheduling and “drop head” buffer 

management, in both performance metrics. This result was obtained and confirmed for all simulation scenarios. 

For future work, we plan to investigate the use of scheduling and routing strategies based on geographical 

information for VDTNs. 
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